AWARENESS - PRINT EXECUTIONS:

It’s back and it’s slightly better than before.

All new Late Night Big Breakfast. On demand. Totally free.

watchme.co.nz

Best friends forever.

Jeremy Wells is Mike Hosking... with a puppet. All new, Like Mike. On demand. Totally free.

watchme.co.nz

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.

WatchMe.
Watch what we’ve got. It won’t take you long.
Best friends forever.

Jeremy Wells is Mike Hosking... with a puppet. All new, Like Mike. On demand. Totally free.

watchme.co.nz

Watch Me.

Watch what we've got. It won't take you long.
It’s back and it’s slightly better than before.

All new Late Night Big Breakfast. On demand. Totally free.

watchme.co.nz

WatchMe.
Minutes of great viewing

Idiocy at its finest.

Tom Sainsbury and Chris Parker star in the all new not-so-undercover cop show, Stalk Out.
On demand. Totally free.

watchme.co.nz

WatchMe.
Minutes of great viewing
Idiocy at its finest.
Tom Sainsbury and Chris Parker star in the all new not-so-undercover cop show, Stakeout.
On demand. Totally free.
watchme.co.nz

The face of New Zealand immigration is borderline inappropriate.
All new, The Adventures of Suzy Boon.
On demand. Totally free.
watchme.co.nz

WatchMe.
Kick arse shows.
Just not that many of them.

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller.
Much, much smaller.
The face of New Zealand immigration is borderline inappropriate.


[watchme.co.nz](http://watchme.co.nz)

---

Vaughan knows about food. Josh just likes to consume it.

All new *The Critic and the Pig*. On demand. Totally free.

[watchme.co.nz](http://watchme.co.nz)
Willing to give anything a go.
Even a crispy pig nipple.

ZM's Vaughan Smith and funny man Josh Thomson star in *The Critic and the Pig*.
A restaurant review show with a fresh perspective.
On demand. Totally free.

---

Vaughan knows about food.
Josh just likes to consume it.

All new *The Critic and the Pig*.
A restaurant review show with a fresh perspective.
On demand. Totally free.
Beware the abominable programme.

All new Yeti. On demand. Totally free.

WatchMe.

Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.
Breaking the news and mocking everything we hold dear.

All new The Civilian. On demand. Totally free.

WatchMe. Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.

Idiocy at its finest.

All new not-so-undercover cop show, Stakeout. On demand. Totally free.

WatchMe. Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.
AWAWARENESS – DIGITAL DISPLAY ADS

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller. Much, much smaller.
AWARENESS – DIGITAL BRAND LAYER

WatchMe.
Like a free Netflix but smaller.
Much, much smaller.

WatchMe.
AWARENESS – RADIO ADS PER EPISODE

Late Night
Big Breakfast

The Adventures
of Suzy Boon

Critic & The Pig

The Civilian
EDUCATION – EDITORIAL INTEGRATION
DIRECT TRAFFIC – FACEBOOK PAGE

Vaughan knows about food. Josh just likes to consume it.

All new The Critic and the Pig.

WatchMe.
Media/News/Publishing

Timeline | About | Videos | Likes | More →

45% response rate, 2-day response time
Respond faster to turn on the badge

2,369 likes +57 this week
Madeline Frisk and 47 other friends

Post reach of 63,491 this week
View Pages Feed
See posts from other Pages

Invite friends to like this Page

Boost your Page for $8
Reach even more people in New Zealand

Like Mike: Hard Work
Hard work made me number one.

WatchMe.
Published by Matt Heath | 17 hrs •

Mike Hosking reveals what made him #1. Hard work!
DIRECT TRAFFIC – NEWSLETTERS

WatchMe Newsletter

Hello Ingrid,

Here is your weekly dose of comedy.

We have launched a bunch of brand new shows just for you. Jeremy Wells pick of the week is the Citizen. "Ham is a standout New Zealander. I'd say quintessential but I don't know how to spell it correctly. In many ways I'd like to see a stylised image of him on the flag."

Brand New Laughs:

Every week we upload brand new episodes of our most loved shows! Here are just some of the shows that you can expect to see every week.

NEW EPISODE: THE CIVILIAN

Partnership Newsletter

Kia Ora Ingrid

New Zealand’s expat nation is a country without borders. Through Kea you can connect with others in our borderless nation - our expats, the internationally-minded Kiwis in New Zealand, those passionate advocates who lived, worked or studied here, and celebrate what it means to be a Kiwi these holidays.

A special Christmas message to the Kea community

Leigh ‘That Guy’ Hart (Moon TV, Sports Cafe, The Bacon Guy) and Jason Hoyte from WatchMe’s Late Night Big Breakfast have a special message for the Kea community and all of our expats this holiday season.
DIRECT TRAFFIC – PROMO VIDEOS PER EPISODE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=li-Dfux-HU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOLW0lvobsE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jWxJ3Xpq7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5PNWF0gHkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88bd0Nurdqs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v81rC3v-xps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Us1dij9HlSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZV-25v5guQ
DIRECT TRAFFIC – EXTERNAL VIDEO PRE-ROLL